Abstract: With the increase of human lifespan and refinement of diagnostic techniques dementia, and Alzheimer's disease (AD) in particular, have become a multi-decade process with a complex pathogenesis. The prognosis of AD patients, especially in late stages, may be strongly influenced by factors that go far beyond the well-recognized cascades (tau deposition, amyloid plaques). In this context, AD and Frailty, a multidimensional process of the elderly, inevitably overlap. Not surprisingly, the routine biomarkers collectable in the cerebrospinal fluid, while highly relevant in allowing specific diagnoses, becoming limiting when used to define severity and rate of progression of cognitive impairment. In reviewing merits and pitfalls of routine cerebrospinal fluid profile for AD, this manuscript will examine the state-of-theart related to a parallel field, the extrapyramidal disorders. For synucleinopathies, we will discuss the possibility to detect factors directly involved in earliest disease pathology (alpha-synuclein, tau-proteins) together with indexes of disease progression (i.e. dopamine-metabolite ratio and loss of blood-brain barrier integrity). This approach might guarantee the capability of monitoring putative disease-modifying strategies. However, we will show the likelihood that nonconventional approaches already proposed for Frail subjects (such as exercise-mediated neuro-protection) might prove to be a useful aid for an ageing brain already impaired by AD alterations. A crucial test for these hypotheses would be to apply this sort of interventional, and not merely pharmacological, therapy to homogeneous patient cohorts.
("almost one/third of cortical neurons had died off") (excerpts are drawn from the handbook of Psychiatry 1910, as quoted in Lancet 1997).
Nowadays, these historical data may be re-interpreted as suggestive of a possible fragile condition, as the most advanced extremity-of-the curve of a disease's severity. Actually, in the past decades, frailty has been largely identified with disability and/or co-morbidity, but more recently, it has been recognized as a distinct clinical syndrome [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In fact, it is now well accepted that frailty represents a dynamic process of increasing vulnerability, resulting from the decline of the homeostatic reserve with a decreased ability to withstand stress, that inevitably leads to progressive destruction of multiple physiological domains, including muscle strength, balance, mobility, nutrition, physical endurance and, most notably, mood and cognition [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Therefore, since increasing evidence indicates the impact of cognition on the decline in functional capacities of the elderly, cognitive performance should be always included in the working definition of frailty.
On the other hand, it is important to outline the borders and the possible overlaps between the development of cognitive impairment and a possible underlying frailty, since both processes prevail in old age, and the latter may dramatically influence the outcome of the first one, contributing to a sort of rapid progression from delusion, loss of orientation, apraxia and other cognitive and behavioral symptoms to a full dependence from the caregiver, hospitalization, institutionalization and death.
Nowadays, we are usually witnessing dementia progression since the earliest stage, giving relevance to a timely identification of memory complaints with the aim to achieve a clear-cut early diagnosis [11, 12] . Several factors have repositioned the dementia time-span at least 10 years in advance: 1) the possibility to define even a slight degree of cognitive impairment; 2) the profuse availability of multiple neuroimaging tools (both morphometric and functional radiotracers; 3) the possibility to critically evaluate the comorbidities, such as vascular burden, through innovative biomarkers.
Of course, the likelihood of an excessive use of diagnostic tools is present, since the relatively low costs of neuroimaging have made these techniques more tolerable for public or insurance-based healthcare. There is a paradoxical frequent utilization of both magnetic resonance imaging and functional nuclear imaging over the years also in those old patients whose cognitive profile is attributable to the socalled Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) that may develop toward AD, althoughcommonly remaining stable for years.
Our point, here, is that: i) an easier access to radiological tools does not necessarily mean a more accurate diagnosis; ii) in the absence of a clear estimation of clinical follow-up, even the determination of beta-amyloid peptide (A ) or tauproteins in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) may be not definitive; iii) current pharmacological treatments remain somehow elusive, and difficult to tailor to each individual patient. For instance, if early deterioration of synaptic modulation occurs, as the original trait of neurodegenerative diseases, years or even decades before clinical presentation, which diagnostic attitude should be used? And, more important for the aim of this issue, what really separates a pathological process from the aging-related ones?
On the other extremity of the lifespan, given both society's empathy and the excellence of the healthcare system in several countries, dementia can last for years, reaching more severe stages. Thus, which conditions or processes may actually influence prognosis, duration and quality of life in these advanced AD patients, characterized by severe loss of functional independence and abilities? Indeed, it is likely that development and time-course of dementia may be not purely ascribed to amyloid pathogenesis. It is also probable that disease symptom progression, complications and quality of life in AD patients may be related to their global state and functional reserve capacity. Recent clinical studies investigated particular forms of AD, with "malignancy" characteristics, presenting a rapid disease progression rate, relevant extrapyramidal signs, poor or absent response to pharmacological treatment and high risk of mortality [14, 15] . This unusual clinical picture suggests that these patients could be "frail". Moreover, the heterogeneity of AD presentations clearly indicates the need to characterize different sub-forms of disease and suggests a need to investigate the existence of frailty process among these patients. For this purpose, as reported in a different chapter of this issue, Martorana and colleagues investigated a range of markers useful to define frailty among AD patients. Therefore, clinical (mini-mental state exam, presence of apathy, hypertension, diabetes, hyperlipidemia), biochemical (CSF biomarkers and serum inflammatory markers like fibrinogen, c-reactive protein and D-dimers), and genetic (Apo E) factors were examined in patients with a "malignant form of AD" and matched to patients with a more regular response to treatment and a low rate of disease progression. The results, despite extremely high levels of total (t)-tau may characterize AD patients with more rapid cognitive worsening, thus pointing to the need to indentify more reliable ones [16] .
STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF CURRENTLY AVAILABLE CSF BIOMARKERS IN AD
As already mentioned in the previous chapter, in the last decades we have witnessed a profound revision of the dementia background that allows one to substantiate early diagnosis of AD using both radiological and biochemical markers. This provides a rationale for large-scale trials with agents devoted to the hypothetical rescue of cognitive and functional abilities. However, as diagnostic capabilities approach the neurodegenerative process critical issues remain. On the one hand, efficacious neuroprotective agents remain to be identified; on the other, we still struggle to find tools able to identify the more at-risk subjects, namely those who are more prone to develop a rapid or "malignant form of AD". A recent longitudinal study evaluated the 5-year survival rate in a cohort of AD patients, which had undergone, at baseline, cognitive testing and CSF biomarker assessment [14] . The results suggested that a small cohort (8%) of patients, having low baseline levels of A but very high levels of both t-tau and phosphorylated (p)-tau proteins and worse cognitive tests, exhibited a very poor response to cholinesterase inhibitor treatment, and where "cognition deteriorated faster over time and the mortality rate substantially increased". Yet, these findings are not entirely convincing. In fact, although currently available CSF biomarkers can be properly used in the assessment of large cohorts of AD patients, they are still neither exhaustive, nor completely specific as a diagnostic tool for discerning different subtypes of dementia. Their utilization, indeed, suffers from several pitfalls especially in those AD patients with atypical presentation, including abundant extrapyramidal signs, which may lie on the border between AD and Lewy body disorders. Such ambiguity can occur also when there is a request to obtain a clear picture about whether and when an individual will experience a steep deterioration or, finally, which rate of progression will characterize the time-course of the disease.
The above caveats notwithstanding, CSF biomarkers deserve their just consideration. It is unquestionable that their introduction has offered neurologists an instrument to investigate the involvement of amyloid precursor protein metabolism and tau-proteins in the pathophysiology of AD, and to promote the development of drugs affecting the underlying disease pathophysiology [17, 18] . Moreover, the possibility to determine their concentrations in a patient's CSF allows one to avoid misdiagnoses. As increasingly recognized, and recapped by Stefani and co-authors [19] CSF biomarkers, specifically the t-tau/A ratio are decisive to make a diagnosis of AD in early phases of disease. This last point is important when consistent clinical information is difficult to collect (or social conditions hamper their validation), or when an early pseudo-psychic presentation prevails or even in case of conversion from MCI to early AD. Thus, they contribute to the ante-mortem identification of AD, with a fairly safe and low-cost approach. However, the success and the commercial diffusion of these diagnostic tools should not under-evaluate limits. In this respect, an enlarged multicentre study tried to improve the accuracy of CSF biomarkers, reducing inter-site assay variability amongst laboratories in different countries and highlighting the necessity for standardization of analytical techniques [20] .
A summary of the main pros and cons related to the use of currently available CSF biomarkers in dementia is highlighted in Table 1 , which tries to synthesize, albeit in a heuristic manner, our feelings.
In other words, the most relevant CSF biomarker limits, as summarized in Table 1 , are the following: weak ability to provide stage disease assessment; namely, which kind of CSF biomarkers have to be considered and/or correlated for in fieri deterioration? Most studies describe a fixed picture taken in a clinical momentum. How many studies monitor CSF biomarkers along with the clinical/cognitive evolution (or radiological changes) of disease? Unfortunately few: for instance, Siderowf and co-authors [38] , studying the cognitive decline associated with Parkinson's disease (PD), suggested that reduced CSF A might be considered as independent predictor of cognitive decline in these patients. In fact they found that non-demented PD patients showing at baseline the lowest CSF A concentration developed the greatest decline in attention, conceptualization and memory at the next follow-up. On the other hand, detection of longitudinal changes in CSF levels of AD biomarkers, and their possible relationship with progression of a patient's cognitive decline was investigated by performing two lumbar punctures, at a median interval of 3 years, in the same subjects categorized as MCI, AD or affected by other neurological disorders [39] . This approach allowed the assessment that AD patients displaying the most rapid MMSE decline rate had, at baseline, the lowest A , highest t-tau, and highest p-tau-181 CSF contents. Moreover, AD patients presented an annual reduction of 2.20 pg/ml/year in the CSF p-tau-181 concentration, which was significant if compared to stable MCI and cognitively healthy subjects. Finally, in AD patients the decrease rate of p-tau-181 correlated with MMSE. These results need to be confirmed and extended even in patients at the preclinical stage of disease, but do many longitudinal studies of CSF biomarker dynamics currently exist? Not many, to our knowledge. In this respect, a critical aspect consists of when CSF samples should be collected. So far, ethical or bureaucratic reasons (last but not least, the resistance of the traditional academic milieu, still refusing to include in the clinical guidelines the assessment of CSF as a reliable tool) relegate the execution of lumbar puncture as a research approach, which has to be established in advance, then planned with the patient and the caregiver, and finally performed when possible. Hence, CSF collection in the overwhelming majority of cases is not performed at the time of a specific acute derangement of cognitive performance. In other words, our clinical practice per se contributes to maintain a non-specific value to these indices. Given that, it is not generally envisioned the chance to identify a peculiar CSF profile related to the critical phases of a dementia's history. Recently it has been hypothesized that AD patients with an elevated titer of t-tau (in the 800-1200 pM range) develop an unusually fast and malignant disease [14, 16] .
AN EXEMPLARY ANGLE OF VISION: EXTRA-PYRAMIDAL SYNDROMES
Taking into account to what extent a different rate of disease progression may dramatically affect a patient's clinical history, it is unquestionable that a better understanding of the pathogenetic mechanisms underlying the time-course of neurodegenerative diseases is of primary importance in clinical practice and research as well. In this perspective, a realistic goal may be represented by the possibility to distinguish different "disease subtypes", which may differ in terms of pathogenesis and prognosis. In the last years, several biochemical, neuropsychological, electrophysiological and neuro-radiological tools have been investigated as possible reliable markers of disease progression. In order to develop innovative and diseasemodifying strategies, the combined acquisition of different markers with adequate specificity and sensitivity in monitoring the disease evolution is needed. In this framework, PD provides an interesting example. Due to the large amount of data collected in last decades, the definition of the disease itself, traditionally corresponding to an exclusive movement disorder, was modified to the concept of a complex multisystem disease, featured by different nonmotor profiles including, cognitive, mood, sleep and behavior disturbances [40] . According to this, dementia in PD is no longer considered a mere complication of the most advanced stages. It may affect, albeit insidiously, the early phases of disease, and characterize specific disease subtypes. For instance, several lines of evidence indicate that in PD patients, severe cognitive impairment strongly correlates with axial deficit. Among the others, Alves and coauthors showed that "in a substantial proportion of PD patients who develop postural instability and gait disorder during the course of the disease, this transition was associated with accelerated cognitive decline and highly increased risk for subsequent dementia", whilst "patients with Tremor Dominant subtype at baseline did not become demented until they developed Postural Instability Gait Disturbances subtype, and dementia did not occur among patients with persistent Tremor Dominant subtype of Parkinsonism" [41] . Moreover, even if pathologists still indicate the "inevitability of dementia" in the 15-20 years of PD history frame (and less then 52% in ten years) [42, 43] , severe cognitive derangement cannot be excluded in early phases of PD, but its actual occurrence remains quite doubtful. In keeping with these novel findings, the CSF biomarkers typically utilized in AD were also tested in PD patients, in order to understand if and to what extent A , t-tau, p-tau, and tau/amyloid ratio correlate with specific clinical presentations of extrapyramidal disorders, including PD, PD with dementia (PD-D) and dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB). This scenario, as recently reviewed by Stefani and coworkers [19] , appears still complex. However, it is fairly evident that the identification of different CSF biomarker profiles, combined to functional neuro-imaging, and targeted neuropsychological assessments, may be helpful in distinguishing different subgroups of DLB, depending on the presence or absence of a relevant amyloid burden. On the other hand, the fact that current diagnostic tools are still inappropriate makes it necessary to search for novel and more appropriate disease biomarkers. In fact, for clinically diagnosed DLB cases, although amyloid pathology is strongly suspected, unequivocal evidence on the possible mechanisms involved in the neuronal degeneration has not been fully achieved so far. As a matter of fact, low A levels may be detected in CSF of most of DLB patients; however, also PD patients turning into PD-D could manifest a low tau/amyloid ratio in advance [44] . Yet, the finding that in a large cohort of patients with different types of dementia, a CSF AD biomarker profile was seen in 47% of DLB patients, confirms once more the need to identify additional disease biomarkers [26] . Similarly, several studies found AD-like CSF biomarker patterns in PD-D patients, but whether this means an association between PD and AD or, rather identifies a cognitive decline due to PD remains unknown [45] . Not surprisingly, the guidelines of most neurological societies still consider the timing criteria as the most certain for the diagnosis of DLB compared to PD-D, at least until reliable clinical, biochemical or morphologic tools become available.
This view is even more complicated by the observation that AD patients, whose clinical presentation is characterized by extrapyramidal signs, may fall into the ambiguous category of "malignant form of AD", which may include both MCI converted and AD with rapid disease progression. A recent clinical review suggested four prototypical AD presentations and supported the contention by which the early onset of parkinsonism and myoclonus predicts a rapid evolving of cognitive impairment, and a more severe rate of disease progression with psychiatric disorders and dependency in daily living activities [15] .
The limited number of investigations linking CSF biomarkers with anatomical-pathological findings still remains a major hindrance. Recent neuropathological studies have described widespread A deposition in the striatum of patients with DLB and PD-D. A prospective study carried out on 34 DLB and PD-D patients showed striatal Aimmunoreactive plaques only in DLB. In these cases striatal A deposition correlated with both severity (positive correlation) and duration (negative correlation) of dementia. These data suggest that striatal A deposition in Lewy body disorders (LBDs) contributes to the occurrence of early dementia, and may impact on the efficacy of treatments targeting the striatum [46] . Moreover, a different study found a greater striatal A deposition in DLB and PD-D, when compared to PD, multiple system atrophy and progressive supranuclear palsy, thus suggesting that striatal A pathology may reflect the development of dementia in DLB and PD-D, as well [47] . Following the hypothesis that PD and AD, traditionally viewed as distinct clinical and pathological entities, may have intriguing overlaps, the possibility to realize post-mortem exams in LBDs patients, including PD-D, DLB and PD, should provide relevant clues to confirm that "substantial bridges between taupathies and synucleinopathies occur" [48] . In this respect, it is interesting to mention that mutations in LRRK2, a well-known cause of a genetic form of parkinsonism with dopaminergic neuronal degeneration, may be associated "with the accumulation of synuclein, tau, neither, or both proteins" [48] .
The aforementioned considerations underline, even further, the need to have reliable markers for the pathogenesis of neurodegenerative diseases, especially if multiple functions/systems are involved (i.e. motor, behavioral, cognitive).
In keeping with the search for relatively inexpensive and reliable biomarkers, which could detect neurodegeneration before irreversible steps have occurred, an extensive body of literature has investigated CSF levels of alpha-synuclein ( -Syn) in different LBDs and AD, as well.
Recent studies have demonstrated that -Syn can be detected in humans CSF with a high degree of uniformity by means of enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay, and that CSF -Syn levels are significantly lower in all LBDs, when compared to controls. Tokuda and coauthors reported that PD patients have significantly lower -Syn levels in the CSF than controls with an inverse correlation between CSF -Syn content and the Hoehn and Yahr clinical scale, thus promoting this protein as a possible useful laboratory biomarker for PD diagnosis. The reduced CSF -Syn levels in PD patients with a long illness duration was interpreted as the result of progressive intracellular aggregation and accumulation of -Syn in the brain [49] . Nevertheless, other authors raised the question of a possible low specificity ofSyn as a neurodegenerative disease biomarker in distinguishing PD from other atypical parkinsonisms [50] . Furthermore, a different investigation reported that PD and DLB patients had similar CSF -Syn levels compared to controls, whereas significantly lower levels of -Syn were found in AD patients with respect to normal subjects; theSyn content in AD was also associated with disease severity. These data clearly "speak against CSF -synuclein as a reliable biomarker for PD and DLB". The findings of lower CSF -Syn levels in AD, and the association of such a decrease with AD severity, as stated by mini mental state exam, led the authors to suggest that -Syn may be a general marker of synapse loss. There is no doubt that this hypothesis needs further investigation [51] .
In this complex framework, it is still conflicting whether CSF -Syn levels clearly differ between LBDs and AD. Several authors found that -Syn quantification in CSF may be helpful in differentiating synucleinopathies from AD, since CSF -Syn measured in advanced PD, multiple system atrophy and DLB was consistently lower in comparison to AD [52, 53] . It has also been reported that -Syn levels did not significantly differ between DLB and AD, but the same authors showed that, in contrast to AD, in DLB patients the disease duration was correlated to lower -Syn, probably due to increased severity of -synucleinopathy in the brain [54] . Nevertheless, despite the certain value of -Syn as new CSF biomarker, as discussed by Parnetti and colleagues: " -Syn alone did not provide relevant information for PD"; a superior performance emerged from the combined use ofSyn coupled with classical neurodegenerative biomarkers, in particular the t-tau/ -Syn ratio and p-tau/ -Syn ratio could contribute to the identification of differential CSF patterns in neurodegenerative disorders [55] . Accordingly, Shi and colleagues, moving from the evidence that a decreased DJ-1 and/or -Syn content in CSF may represent an index for PD diagnosis, but not for PD severity, suggested to use a battery of additional peptides measuring t-tau, p-tau, A , Flt3 ligand, and fractalkine [56] . These data, once again, confirm that the combined determination of multiple biomarkers, such asSyn, the classical tau-proteins and new peptides in CSF may help us identify specific CSF patterns related to different neurodegenerative disorders, and this might be useful for differential diagnosis and correlation with disease progression.
At least for motor disorders, our group has consistently pursued the goal to identify CSF markers for early diagnosis and disease progression. Therefore, we have studied the CSF concentration of dopamine (DA) metabolites in PD patients through lumbar puncture, either in basal condition or under a challenge dose of levodopa. If, as hypothesized, the decline in rate of endogenous DA metabolism affects not only the motor presentation of PD, but also cognitive performance, there is a chance that determination of CSF DA metabolites may become an important diagnostic tool for detecting initial cognitive impairment in these patients. Decades later from the first pioneering experience dealing with catecholamine metabolism in PD [57] , we have demonstrated that in advanced stages PD patients are featured by a significant increased turnover of DA, as proved by the high homovanillic-acid/DA and dihydroxyphenylacetic acid /DA ratios [58] .
A recent on-going study on a selected group of nonmotor fluctuating PD patients shows that similar changes are already present in the early stages of disease, since a few months disease duration, or relatively higher motor deficits (as scored by the Unified PD Rating Scale) are associated with a larger concentration of dihydroxyphenylacetic acid in response to challenge doses of levodopa [19] . Of course, this sort of biochemical analysis adds little to our knowledge of disease pathogenesis and, so far, has been correlated only to motor scores. Yet, we intend to extend the analysis to larger cohorts of PD patients, in order to identify whether altered DA turnover is specific for PD with a worse "cognitive prognosis"; or to what extent changes in DA metabolism prevail in specific PD "subtype" prone to develop dementia.
In a recent study by Pisani and coauthors [59] it was shown that both albumin (Fig. 1A) and IgG (Fig. 1B) ratios correlated with Hoehn and Yahr clinical scale (Fig. 1) , independently from patient age. This means that in PD there may exist an early and not age-related peculiar weakness of the blood-brain barrier. It is possible that such an alteration may be used in the future as a new marker related to the presence of non-motor symptoms or unusual "subtype of disease". More critically, this could be useful in AD cohorts with disease onset at different ages. 
FRAILTY AND AD; A COMMON STRATEGY?
As we have remarked, the elongation of our lifespan, due to both preventive therapies and achievement of adequate care for the elderly, is allowing to follow-up patients, suffering from dementia, to live a long period of time up to the terminal stages of disease. In addition, since most of the individuals express the wish (or the anxiety?) to get as early as possible a proper diagnosis for even slight memory complaints, dementia (with AD encountering for > than 50%) has turned into a multi-decade process.
AD and frailty might represent two different aspect of the same scenario, since both processes prevail in old age. Consequently, overlaps between cognitive impairment and an underlined vulnerability can be always considered in the elderly. Frailty represents amplification and anticipation of processes superimposed with ageing. Of course, AD per se would accelerate a frail state, and frailty itself would influence functional activities of demented subjects. But which role is played by naturally occurring senescence? The recent availability of functional magnetic resonance imaging showed that activity changes in the hippocampus can distinguish normal ageing, featured by reduced metabolism in the subiculum and dentate gyrus, from pathological alterations in incipient AD, where a reduced metabolism is recognizable in the entorhinal cortex. Yet, is it not true that synaptic loss, deposition of amyloid plaques, loss of volume of cortical gyrus, and not only of temporal cortices, are conditions which could be variably present in any senescence process [60] ?
However, multiple, additional mechanisms come into play, as far as a huge variability of compensatory processes occurs in ageing brain. The capability of resisting transient or chronic stress might derive from a sort of "controlled" loss of mitochondrial functions (contributing to longevity and not necessarily facilitating dementia!). Yet, in frail subjects, more persistent stress might further impair mitochondrial activity up to a "self-reinforcing cycle of detrimental decline" [61] . Furthermore, a global loss of integrative function characterizes ageing brains, together with the occurrence of less specialized localization in response to executive level tasks. But again, which role is exerted by "suppletive" cortical regions in ageing vs demented brains?
Today there is an urgent need to update current CSF biomarkers. If the most important aim is to achieve a personalized therapy, tailoring it on individual patients or, at least, on specific sub-cohorts, we should define additional biomarkers, possibly correlated to ageing, gender, education, and life style. Take, for example two women: the first one (in her sixties), manifesting apraxic and anomic AD, with early loss of insight, is the daughter of an AD patient who died at eighty because of dementia marasmus. The other one, already suffering from borderline hypertension and afflicted by early arthritis with a recent hip fracture, which halted her rehab program, is experiencing, since 3-4 years a slowly progressive cognitive deterioration, with delusions and social retirement. Noteworthy is that both of them have quite similar concentrations of p-tau and analogous t-tau/A ratio in their CSF. Would they be condemned to the same disease profile? Now consider two male AD patients both 71 years old, lacking apparent familiar traits and both experiencing memory complaints since the age of 69. The first one has lived isolated in the mountains, working as a farmer, with little opportunity to talk and little social life. The second one, instead, is still a productive manager in a financial company. He continues to maintain an adequate physical activity associated to a balanced diet; yet, family members recognized behavioral symptoms, including apathy. Both patients share similar positron emission tomography findings and entorhinal atrophy plus analogous CSF biomarker profiles. Yet, despite these similarities, they are probably entitled to very different prognosis! The opportunity to acquire a broader set of biomarkers is of paramount importance if we consider future tasks, as the definition of more complex therapies, as synthesized by Crews and Mesliah, when they state that "new approaches are currently being tested, including gene therapy, vaccination, changes in lifestyle that enhances neurogenesis, intra-thecal drug delivery and use of compounds bound to lipids" [61] .
The presently available CSF biomarkers reveal their limits, especially when applied to community surveys. Not surprisingly, Haldenwanger and co-authors, in a study devoted to the spectrum of MCI-AD patients, which was performed in a non-academic memory clinic, investigated to what extent CSF findings did in fact contribute to confirm or modify clinically-based diagnoses. After CSF biomarker levels were revealed, only 11 diagnoses changed. "The knowledge of CSF biomarker profiles changed the diagnosis in 10% of the cases, and confidence in the diagnosis increased for one third of the patients" [29] . Hence, community studies on a homogeneous AD population (i.e., the old nun study! [62] ) are welcome, with the purpose to match not only age and gender, but also education, social habits, life style and variety of sensory inputs.
The available literature on frailty allows an interesting digression. Classical studies on frailty have proposed already that, in relation to the decline in homeostatic reserves, 3 stages can be described: a pre-frail process, the frailty state and frailty complications [63] . This, somehow in analogy with AD, confirms that frailty is a progressive condition, beginning with a preclinical stage, thereby allowing room for early prevention [3] .
Noteworthy, it was inferred that it is not satisfactory to define frailty in the physical domain alone, since several other domains, first of all cognition, are widely recognized as part of the frailty state. Frailty state is largely characterized by other components of the syndrome such as mood, cognition, sensory impairments and socioeconomic aspects of older adults' lives (again overlapping with dementia) [2, 64] . Among the ways to fight against frailty, as suggested by Leber [65] , one should consider "1) adequate diet with sufficient protein, vitamin and mineral intake; (2) regular physical exercise, practiced alone or in groups, such as stretching, walking, dancing, dynamic balance exercise and lifting weights; and (3) rapid reconditioning after stressful events via re-nutrition and individually tailored physiotherapy". Consistently, in a randomized controlled trial, conducted on 150 sedentary community-dwelling men and women aged 78 years or older with mild to moderate physical frailty, Binder et al. [66] assessed the effect of exercise training on frailty. The results were very impressive, supporting the possible reversibility of functional decline in the exercising group. In a second controlled study, Gill et al. randomly assigned 188 older adults of 75 years or more (physically frail and living at home) to undergo a 6-month, home-based intervention program. The latter included "physical exercise therapy" and focused "on improving underlying impairments in physical abilities, including balance and muscle strength, the ability to transfer from one position to another and mobility". Unfortunately, "the benefit of intervention was observed among participants with moderate frailty and not those with severe frailty". However, this home-based program confirmed the ability to reduce the progression of functional decline among physically frail elderly people [67] . Whether also progressive cognitive deterioration in AD patients may be preventable or, more realistically, slowed by a similar approach, is a matter of constant investigation.
Although data from intervention-based randomized trials are scarce, there is some indication that exercise may protect against age-related deficits in cognitive function. "Data from animal models suggest that exercise, in the form of voluntary wheel running, is associated with reduced amyloid deposition and enhanced clearance of A , the major constituent of plaques in AD. A common therapeutic theme arising from studies of exercise-induced neuroprotection in human populations and in animal models involves reduced inflammation in the CNS. In this respect, physical activity may promote neuronal resilience by reducing inflammation" [68] . Not surprisingly, similar data are emerging also for cognitive impairment among extra-pyramidal disorders [69] .
CONCLUSIONS

•
Expansion of lifespan, together with understanding some of the core pathogenetic cascades underlying cortical dementias has revolutionized our concept of AD: from a dramatic disease covering 5-10 years to a 3-5 decade process. An illuminated healthcare, considering that nearly 50% subjects 85 years old are going to be affected by AD, should envision which factors determine disease progression and impose full disability.
• Despite similar biochemical events taking place in the vast majority of AD patients (as revealed also by CSF samples), the clinical duration and profile may vary dramatically, especially in late life stages and/or lateonset forms. A previous point of view suggested that low education levels, younger onset, presence of hallucinations or extrapyramidal signs, low CSF A 42 , very high t-tau or p-tau levels and high tau/A s ratio, were predictors of a worse disease progression rate. But, in our belief, and as summarized in this manuscript, such a combination is not exhaustive or sufficient.
Frailty goes far beyond a loss of metabolic homeostasis and includes a vicious cycle comprising cognitive impairment, lack of caregiving, comorbidities and social retirement (which goes with apathy and loss of physical exercise). Emerging evidence is highlighting a subgroup of patients, among AD, exhibiting a peculiar frailty and poor response to therapy.
• Our therapeutic armamentarium is going to change; from a therapy based on molecules facilitating cholinergic transmission to strategies aiming to rescue A or tau depositions. Furthermore, an alternative approach will include protection of selective neuronal populations, promotion of synaptic formation, and modulation of neurogenesis, but not to the exclusion of conventional techniques.
• Non-pharmacological factors, such as exercisemediated neuroprotection, are suggested to play a relevant role in plastic remodelling of the ageing brain. Consistently, it is urgent to test these hypotheses in AD cohorts, similar in gender, age, and most importantly socio-economical status and life style. 
